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Recently, the application of high-Tc superconductor to a magnetic bearing has
reached the second stage in some institutes and companies. The static stability of
the levitation has already been established. However, the dynamic stability is still
under research because the non-linear magnetic characteristics of HTSC and the
permanent magnet system are not su$ciently understood. In this paper, the
dynamic behavior of a #ywheel rotor suspended by HTSC magnetic bearing is
discussed experimentally and numerically. The dynamics of the #ywheel rotor
shows an interesting gyroscopic motion under a hysteretic suspending force
between HTSCs and permanent magnets. These types of dynamics have never been
discussed before. ( 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of a high-Tc superconductor (HTSC), numerous applications
have been proposed. Among them the superconducting magnetic bearing is one of
the most possible applications of bulk HTSC and has been studied in many
institutes and companies [1}3]. The development of the processing method of
HTSC bulk, melt-powder melt-growth (MPMG), quench-melt-growth (QMG) and
22}460X/99/490871#17 $30.00/0 ( 1999 Academic Press
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so on, makes it possible to obtain the stable magnetic suspending force caused by
its magnetic #ux trapped in HTSC. In particular, it is widely recognized that its
application to the #ywheel energy storage system is highly advantageous in
restricting energy loss through contact at the bearing.

The dynamics of the #ywheel rotor suspended by a magnetic bearing shows the
typical rigid-body dynamics described by classical mechanics. As for the rotor
whose center of mass does not coincide with the center of horizontal force, the
dynamic behavior becomes similar to a top. The imbalance of the rotor causes
gyroscopic motion. These types of rotor dynamics suspended by a superconducting
bearing have been studied by Harding [4, 5] and Bourke [6]. They identi"ed the
dynamical characteristics experimentally and clari"ed the low-energy dissipation
characteristics.

The high-Tc superconducting magnetic bearing has a coupled structure of HTSCs
and rare earth permanent magnets. The force}displacement relationship between the
HTSC and the magnet has the hysteretic characteristics depending on the direction
of relative displacement. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of the #ywheel rotor
suspended by the HTSC magnetic bearing is possibly a!ected by the non-linearity
of the hysteretic force under the revolution. For example, the permanent magnet
suspended by the HTSC magnetic bearing shows the lower and upper dirft of
levitation under external disturbances [7}10]. The drift in mainly caused by the
magnetic hysteretic characteristic. It was also con"rmed by Coombs and Campbell
[11] that the external vibration causes the gap decay of the HTSC #ywheel system.
Recently, we showed the drastic gap drift of the #ywheel rotor suspended by the
HTSC magnetic bearing at the resonant state under free revolution [12].

There are some models which can represent the hysteretic characteristics of the
force}displacement relation [13}16]. It will be highly advantageous when it is
substituted into the dynamic equations of the levitation system with the HTSC
bearing. As for the rigid body suspended by HTSC magnetic bearings, both the
vertical force}displacement hysteretic relationship and the lateral one have to be
considered simultaneously in the dynamical equation. The dynamic behavior will
show the gyroscopic motion. These types of motion under the hysteretic suspending
force have never been discussed before. In this paper, we will discuss the dynamic
behavior of a #ywheel rotor suspended by HTSC magnetic bearing at a high
revolution speed experimentally and numerically. Experimental results show the
interesting and complex trajectories of the rotor behavior. It is also discussed that
the experimental results can be numerically con"rmed by using the former
proposed mathematical models for hysteretic force}displacement relation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND SYSTEM SET-UP

2.1. FLYWHEEL SYSTEM WITH HTSC BEARING

The experimental system is shown in Figure 1. Four HTSC specimens are placed
on the aluminium stage which keeps the temperature of HTSC specimens constant
without soaking them in liquid nitrogen. The detailed dimension of the stage is
given in Figure 2. The HTSC specimens are the MPMG processed YBa

2
Cu

3
O

7~x
.



Figure 1. System con"guration, (a) top view, and (b) side view.
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The dimensions of the specimens are as follows: (1) specimen A: 42(L)]
42(W)]15)5 (H) mm and 0)154 kg; (2) specimen B, 43]43]16 mm, 0)142 kg. The
density of specimen B is lower than A. The surface of HTSC are covered by
aluminum foil. A thin Styrofoam board is placed to keep the temperature of the
HTSC surface constant. The thickness of the Styrofoam is 4)3 mm.

Figure 3 shows the structure and the dimension of the #ywheel rotor.
A ring-shaped permanent magnet is embedded at the bottom of the rotor composed
of a cylindrical-shaped acrylic plastic. The permanent magnet is the NEOMAX-40,
which has an outer diameter of / 65 mm, an inner diameter of / 35 mm and
a height of 16 mm. The maximum #ux density on the surface of the magnet of 0)4
T and the non-uniformity is less than 3)2% at 5)4 mm from the surface. In order to
measure the dynamic behavior of the rotor, a shaft with a spherical marker is "xed
on the vertical axis. The total weight of the rotor is 0)456 kg. A thin blade turbine
with 8 wings is attached to the top surface of the rotor. The revolution of the



Figure 2. Stage for supporting and cooling HTSC specimens.
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#ywheel rotor is achived by blowing the compressed air against the turbine from
the tangential direction through two nozzles.

2.2. MEASUREMENT SET-UP

In order to discuss the dynamic behaviour of the #ywheel rotor under revolution,
we need to detect the six degree of freedom as a rigid body. When the levitation of
rotor is completely achieved, any contact-type displacement sensors and magnetic
sensors must be avoided to exclude the damping force. Therefore, the displacement
of the rotor is measured by two couples of laser displacement sensors (transmitter
and detector), Keyence VG-035. They are set as shown in Figure 1(a). One couple of
the sensors is arranged for estimating the x-axis displacement and another for the
y-axis displacement. Figure 4(a) is the schematic diagram of the measurement
set-up for the displacement. When the gyroscopic motion of the rotor appears, the
shaft of the rotor moves in (x, y, z) space. However, we can neglect the z-axis
displacement when the dynamic behavior of the whirling mode is discussed under
high-speed revolution. The displacement (*x, *y) is equivalent to the horizontal
x- and y-displacement as shown in Figure 4(b) respectively. They are also



Figure 3. Structure and dimensions of #ywheel rotor.
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approximately equivalent to the angular displacement around the x- and y-axis
respectively.

The revolution of the #ywheel rotor is measured by a re#ection-type tacho tester,
HIOKI 3404. A re#ective seal is attached to the surface of the rotor. The tester
counts the re#ection once in a revolution without any contact.

2.3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Experiments were performed as follows:

1. The #ywheel rotor was set above the HTSC specimens by keeping the gap
between the HTSC and the PM at 14)12 mm by a spacer. The revolution axis
of the rotor was adjusted in a perpendicular direction at the center of the
HTSC surface.



Figure 4. Schematic diagram for measurement of horizontal displacement, (a) set-up of laser
displacement sensor and principle of measurement, (b) de"nition of displacement.
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2. By keeping the gap between the HTSC and the PM, the HTSC specimens
were cooled. (It is called &&"eld cooling''.) After the HTSCs showed the
superconductivity completely, the spacer between the #ywheel rotor and
the HTSC was removed. Then the gap between them decreased until the
levitation force achieved a balance to the weight of the #ywheel. The rotor was
magnetically suspended by the HTSC bearing without any contact.

3. The revolution of the #ywheel rotor was accelerated by the compressed air
blow gradually. When the revolution reached a desired speed, the air blow
was stopped and the rotor fell into a free downward revolution mode.

4. During the free revolution, the horizontal x- and y-displacements were
measured by two couples of laser displacement sensors until the revolution
disappeared.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. HYSTERETIC FORCE BETWEEN HTSC AND PERMANENT MAGNET

At "rst we will show the typical force-displacement characteristics between
HTSC and PM. It is well-known that it has hysteretic characteristics depending



Figure 5. Vertical force}displacement characteristics with small perturbation test.
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on its magnetic characteristics. The vertical force}displacement characteristics
are shown in Figure 5 for a melt-quenched YBa

2
Cu

3
O

7~x
specimen [9] and

the horizontal force}displacement characteristics in Figure 6 for a melt-
powdered}melt-growth YBa

2
Cu

3
O

7~x
specimen [10]. As for the measurement

system, the details are in references [9, 10]. In the process to measure hysteresis
loops, the small perturbation was given in order to examine the dynamical stability
of the equilibrium point at the steady state. Then the operating points showed the
drift of the suspending force and the displacement towards the inside of the
hysteresis loop. It is considered that the drift is caused by the creep of the #ux
trapped in HTSC.

3.2. DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR OF FLYWHEEL ROTOR

In the experimental system, the #ywheel can be spun up to around 12 000 r.p.m.
The maximum revolution in the experimental system is limited by the capacity of
the air-compressor to blow the air against the turbine. When the revolution speed
of the rotor increases by the air blow, the speed inevitably passes through the
mechanical resonant speed. In the case of the #ywheel rotor suspended by the
superconducting bearing, there are apparently four fundamental resonant speeds
[6, 17]. When the revolution speed of the #ywheel rotor reaches one of the speeds,
the rotor resonates in self-oscillation. Then the remarkable gyroscopic whirling
motion appears and the gap between the PM attached to the rotor and the HTSC
changes with the resonant frequency. Therefore, the magnetic "eld on the surface of
the HTSC changes alternatively. Under the magnetic perturbation to the surface of
HTSC [12], the levitation force and the gap between the HTSC and PM shows the
drift in the same way as in references [9, 10]. The phenomenon does not depend on
the HTSC specimen and the dimension of the bulk [18]. However, the mechanism
is still not clear.



Figure 6. Horizontal force}displacement characteristics.

Figure 7. Angular displacement at the decrease of revolution speed, (a) around 8000 r.p.m.
(b) extension at 8000 r.p.m.
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Under free revolution without air blow, the speed of the rotor decays gradually
as a result of the visco resistance of the air and the damping force of the HTSC
bearing. Therefore, the revolution speed is swept through the range of the frequency
downward automatically. Figure 7(a) shows an angular displacement vibration
obtained around 8000 r.p.m. in the x-displacement. The extension of the waveform
is given in Figure 7(b). The revolution speed coincides with the harmonic
frequencies of the whirling motion when the envelope becomes #at.



Figure 8. Experimental trajectories of whirling behavior.
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Figure 8 shows the experimental trajectories of the whirling motion. At around
8800 r.p.m., the displacement of the #ywheel axis shows the trajectory as shown in
Figure 8(a). Through the rotation of the state shown in Figure 8(b)}(d), it varies into
Figure 8(e). At the state in Figure 8(e), the trajectory keeps the shape while the
revolution speed is around 8000 r.p.m. According to the decay of the revolution
speed, the trajectory begins to rotate again. Figure 8(f) was obtained at the
revolution 7200 r.p.m. In references [2, 3], the appearance of a whirling motion
which has similar trajectories was mentioned, but the details were not discussed.
The trajectories obtained in this paper seem to be substantial in dynamics a!ected
by the hysteretic suspending force of the HTSC magnetic bearing. Therefore, we
will discuss the possibility of the dynamic behavior based on the modelling of the
#ywheel system in the next section.

4. MATHEMATICAL MODE OF FLYWHEEL ROTOR

The forces working on the rotor suspended by the HTSC magnetic bearing are
shown in Figure 9. If there is no damping force, the dynamics of the rotor is given
by Euler's equation with the external moment caused by the non-linear hysteretic
suspending force between a PM and a HTSC as follows [19]:
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Figure 9. Schematical diagrams of the forces working on the #ywheel rotor.
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where I
x
, I

y
and I

z
denote the inertia of the rotor, u

x
, u

y
and u

z
the angular velocity,

M
x
, M

y
and M

z
the external moment around the x-, y-, zx-axis respectively. (u, h, t)

is the Euler's angular co-ordinate system. The rotor has a cylindrical shape such
that I

x
"I

y
"I and I

z
"J. Then the moment relationship are approximately given

by [6, 20] under the Hamiltonian condition as follows:

I (uK cos h!hQ u5 sin h)#JhQ X (1#g sint)"h
x
,

I (hG#u5 2 sin h cos h)!Ju5 coshX (1#g cost)"h
y
,

tQ "X!u5 sin h, (3)

where g is the sinusoidal amplitude of the inertia around the z-axis, caused by the
imbalance of the rotor. We assume that the inertia J changes alternatively
depending on the angle t around the z-axis. Moreover, h

x
and h

y
are the external

torque around the x- and y-axis respectively. If there is a damping e!ect in free
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revolution, the angular velocity X has the following relation:

XQ "!dX, (4)

where d denotes the damping coe$cient of the revolution. The damping mainly
depends on the viscodamping of air and magnetic damping of the HTSC magnetic
bearing.

On the other hand, the center of mass (x
0
, y

0
, z

0
) has the following relationship:
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where k denotes the lateral spring constant, f
lev

the levitation force working on the
rotor and z

p
the height of the center of mass from the center of the horizontal force.

Here the external torque h
x
and h

y
are caused by the hysteretic force between the

HTSC and the PM working around the axes. They are approximately represented
by
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where F
x

and F
y

denote the lateral force and F
z

the vertical force between the
HTSC and the PM. A

1
and A

2
can be de"ned by the dimensions of the rotor. When

the angular components u and h are small, the torque is approximated by the "rst
terms in equation (6). It implies the vertical force is dominant in the rotational force
around the x- and y-axis.

5. MODEL OF HYSTERESIS

In the former section, the force}displacement relation between HTSC and PM
was explained based on experimental data. In order to describe the hysteretic
characteristics, some numerical models have been proposed [17]. In this paper,
a state variable model [8}10, 13, 14] is applied for the vertical force F

z
and the

lateral force F
x
. Based on the model the vertical force}displacement relationship

can be well simulated by
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Also, the lateral force}displacement relationship can be simulated by
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These models can represent the shapes of major one-dimensional hysteretic
characteristics as shown in Figure 10 and 11. The parameters are given in Table 1.
They are closely similar to the experimental results as shown in Figures 5 and 6
[9, 10]. It is easy to include the model into the dynamical equation of the #ywheel
rotor, which was obtained in the section 4.

6. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF ROTOR DYNAMICS

The dynamics of the #ywheel rotor under free revolution can be simulated based
on the above-mentioned mathematical equations. When the revolution speed
decays gradually depending on the damping e!ect, the self-excited vibration is
induced by the revolution.

6.1. SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The #ywheel rotor system described by di!erential equations (3) and (4) has the
non-linear characteristics both in the force}displacement relationship and in the
Figure 10. Vertical force}displacement hysteresis.



Figure 11. Lateral force}displacement hysteresis.

TABLE 1

Paramter settings

Parameter Value Unit

I 3)911]10~4 kg m2
J 2)153]10~4 kg m2
k 2700 N/m
m 0)456 kg
z
p

!1)12]10~2 m
A

1
0)4370 N/m/rad

c
z

0)085
F
z0

0)2
b 0)82
k
1

!1)8
k
2

!0)2
e 0)01
a
1

!2)0
a
2

0)0
g 0)01
c
x

1)0
F
x0

1)0
p 2)0
x
i

0)2
d 5)0]10~4
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rigid-body dynamical relationship depending on the angular factor. Therefore, the
imbalance of the rotor and the initial position possibly cause the complicated
dynamic behaviour. If the rotor does not have any contact with their support, it is
free from the friction damping. However, the hysteretic characteristics of the HTSC
bearing causes the hysteresis energy loss and the damping of the vibration when the



Figure 12. Resonant frequencies in gyroscopic behavior.
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magnetic "eld varies on the surface of HTSC specimens. In this numerical
simulations, the parameters in the equations are also "xed as shown in Table 1.
They are adjusted to the #ywheel system in this experiment quantitatively.

6.2. GYROSCOPIC BEHAVIOR

The linear analysis of the #ywheel rotor model gives us the resonant frequency
caused by the gyroscopic dynamics. There are four fundamental resonant
frequencies. They are shown in Figure 12. The cross-points of the resonant
frequencies and the driving curve (broken line) imply the fundamental resonant
frequencies. They are lower than 12)86 Hz (772 r.p.m.). There are other possibilities
of the subresonance at the higher order subresonant mode. However, in
experiments these possibilities are not con"rmed.

6.3. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

When the revolution speed of the rotor passes through the resonant frequencies
of the whilring motion, the trajectory shows the simple oval locus. In order to
con"rm the whirling behaviour in simulation, the free downward revolution are
given under the damped state. The initial position of the rotor was set at (u, h,
t)"(0)0001, 0, 0) and the velocity at (uR , hQ , tQ )"(0, 0, 0).

Figure 13 shows the simulated vibration of u versus the decreasing revolution
speed under the free downward revolution. The waveform of angular displacement
around 8800 r.p.m. (148 Hz) includes the distortion. It seems to depend on the
non-linearity of the system, especially the hysteretic suspending force. At some
revolution speed the waveform was kept during the whirling motion as we have
seen in experiments.



Figure 13. Vibration of Euler angle u versus revolution speed around 148 Hz (8880 r.p.m.).

Figure 14. Simulation trajectory of Euler angle on u}h plane at 148)1 Hz (8886 r.p.m.).
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Figures 14 shows the trajectory of (u, h) at 8886 r.p.m. Before and after the state
in Figure 13, the whirling motion changes the direction of the rotation from
forward to backward. The phenomenon is similar to the experimental results.
Moreover, the trajectory is very similar to the experimental results in its shape.
That is, the cross-like shaped trajectory appears without any special condition for
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the trajectory. It depends mainly on the hysteretic force}displacement relationship
between the HTSC and the PM. If the force has no hysteretic characteristics, it is
easily con"rmed that the trajectories of the whilring motion become a simple oval.
Therefore, the hysteretic characteristic of the HTSC magnetic bearings are
substantial in the modelling of the whilring behavior of the HTSC #ywheel system.
Moreover, the model is highly advantageous in substituting itself into the
di!erential equations for describing the dynamics.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The #ywheel rotor suspended by the HTSC magnetic bearing shows interesting
dynamic behavior. It was experimentally shown that the whirling motion at a high
revolution speed showed the cross-shaped trajectory. The trajectory greatly
depends on the hysteretic force}displacement relationship between the HTSC and
the PM in the bearing system. In order to realize the dynamics of the #ywheel rotor
at a high revolution speed, a mathematical model was proposed. As a result, the
numerical simulation also shows the appearance of the trajectories which are
observed in experiments, when the hysteretic force relation is considered.

In the development of the HTSC energy storage system, the technical discussion
is liable to precede the fundamental theoretical one. However, the experimental
results obtained in the prototype system sometimes reveal the substantial physical
feature of the non-linear system. It must be considered that the hysteretic
characteristics between the HTSC and the PM have an important role in the
dynamic behavior, when the dynamics is intended to be controlled. Moreover, the
rigid-body dynamics with the hysteretic suspending force has never been
considered before. The results obtained in this paper give us much information
about such new types of problems.
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